
Running saw (Resin cutting machine)

Example of usage of shrinkage printing on building material 

Machining & Processing

Screen printing

Deal with large size screen printing (special printing)

Matsuda Screen Co., LTD.
Main Services
Screen printing, processing, and assembling of printing parts and material

Main Clients
Manufacturers of material, automotive parts, and medical devices etc.

Main Products
Parts for automotive interior, lighting equipment and amusement

Company overview
Address / 1-123-2 Ishiharacho, Higashi-ku, Sakai city, Osaka 599-8102
Tel / +81-72-258-0002     Fax / +81-72-258-1281
Foundation / Mar 1974     Establishment / Apr 1981
Capital / JPY 10 million     Employees / 30
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Business outline
Support cutting edge field’s manufacturing with printing
Matsud a Sc reen Co.,  LT D. i s  a  lead i ng company i n Japan 
which can do large size screen printing of 40mm thickness and 
1,550mm*2,750mm in semi-clean room. They founded with face 
plate of radio using screen printing and keep supporting cutting 
edge f ield’s manufacturing such word processor, video camera, 
games, LCD, and plasma TVs by the change of with the times. 
Not only precision f ine pr int ing, but also deal with var ious 
printings such stereo printing which stiffen thick f ilm ink and 
special printing which make shrinkage pattern. It’s their feature 
that they equip drying furnace corresponding to the purpose and 
various such cutting facilities and post-process facilities, and they 
par ticipate actively in wide range of f ields in such automotive 
interior material, medical equipment and finishing hardware.

Strength
Develop inks compatible 
with printing objects in-house 
Their strength is optimization of printing with accumulated know-
how. As the result of challenging with try and error in cutting edge 
fields for a long time, they structured to be able to develop inks 
compatible with printing object by blending in-house. They equip 
3 kinds of drying equipment, batch type hot drying hearth, UV 
drying furnace and Far Infrared conveyor type drying furnace. 

They increase quality and eff iciency by consider ing suitable 
production method depends on material and shape. However, the 
president Yoshitaka Matsuda talks as “Business climate always 
changes.”. Through the bit ter exper ience that pr int ing LCD 
TV’s frame was transferred to China, which was trigger of their 
development, they diligently attempt to increase pillars of business. 
They always explor ing new business ut i l i z ing development 
capabilities and ideas.

New Business
Make acrylic to lightings utilizing technology 
of light-guiding plate
Nowadays they focus on B to C and functional printing field as new 
business. For B to C, they develop putting names on kids’ belongings 
such socks by screen printing in their EC website. On the other 
hand, for functional printing, collaborate with SUMIKA ACRYL 
CO., LTD. which is a subsidiary of SUMITOMO CHEMICAL 
COMPANY, LIMITED and stared business to process acryls to such 
lighting, projection plates and antibacterial functional material by 
adding various functions. Technology of printing and manufacturing 
for LCD light-guiding plates are utilized for this lighting. It has 
features of stable surface emission and high visibility from diagonal. 
It’s expected to be used for wide ranges of purposes such signs and 
interiors. 

President  Yoshitaka Matsuda

Greeting from President

To supply greater products, we always try hard to increase quality without hesitating to install new facilities and build firm production 
structure. Based on our corporate identity “Pursuit the infinite possibility of screen printing”, we will always keep challenging.

Direct tradeable   https://www.m-osaka.com/en/takumi/15046

Rated Companies

Press room in clean environment 
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Parts & Materials
Machining & Processing

Machinery & Equipment
Chemicals & Resins

Packaging, Printing & Textiles
Life-related etc.
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